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In recent years, all kinds of emergencies frequently take place and have caused 
catastrophic aftermath and had wide influences, These emergencies have not only 
caused enormous loss in the lives and properties, but also affect the stability of the 
society, even jeopardizing the safety of the whole nation. From a global point of view, 
over the last several years, changes in environment and society relationship have 
raised the requirement for effective emergency logistics to a new level, and 
emergency logistics issues are gaining justifiable concerns and research interests. 
The Emergency Logistics is a special logistic action in order to provide the 
emergency material to deal with incidents. There are two aims that Emergency 
Logistics system wants to reach. The first is to dealing with incidents at the best early 
start-time, the second is to reduce the total cost of dealing with these sudden pubic 
incidents as it can be. Quick and feasible response to the urgent relief services in 
affected areas and the effective delivery of emergency commodities after disasters are 
critical issues for emergency logistics, which can reduce disaster losses, keep society 
stably. Therefore, the issues of emergency supplies distributors have important 
theoretical value and practical significance.  
First of all, this paper illustrates the elementary concept and the theories of 
Emergency Logistics, including the causes, characteristics and an overview of 
emergency logistics system. Then it introduces the urgent relief services in emergency 
logistics and analyzes the decision-making risks in the process. The salvable concept 
is introduced in this paper, and the affected areas are ranked according to the 
evaluated salvable degrees, which could provide decision support for the urgent relief 
distribution. Based on this research, it emphasizes the selection of emergency supplies 
distributors, and put forward a kind of method which integrating improved fuzzy 
analytic hierarchy process and grey correlation degree analysis approach. The method 















emergency supplies distributors with grey correlation degree analysis approach, which 
get preferable result. Then it gives a verification study to verifiy the accuracies and 
feasibility of the method. 
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接经济损失 8451.4 亿元，其中四川的损失占到总损失的 91.3%，甘肃占 5.8%，




























































































































在设计应急物流体系时使用的检查清单，在这份清单中共有 14 个要点，有 11
个是关于当地基础设施相关问题的。 
⑵ 国内研究现状 
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